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Lou Knooihuizen, VP Commercial Lending at Choice
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Our team uses current technology from the
design and rendering phase, new product
development phase utilizing 3D printing
technologies and CNC machining as
well as hand craftsmanship right through
production and shipping of the trainers.

Workshop Bones (GraysBones™)
GraysBones™ is based on true anatomy
derived from the Zygote Anatomical
software platform. We can also produce
custom sizes and shapes as per your
requirements.

Examples of Our Rendering Capabilities

GrayBones exhibit excellent flouro
properties as well as blood options.

Models, Replications,
and Pictures
Tradeshow/
Product
Marketing Displays
Custom models and tradeshow/marketing
displays are also available to support
your needs. Please challenge us with your
ideas. Custom eye catching models and
displays work and we would like to be part
of your marketing and educational solutions.
Sales Accessories Such As Sales
Demonstration Cases and Tools
We can assist you with convenient and
appealing cases and tools to fit your needs.
Design and Engineering
Grays Bone offers complete concept
design, rendering, project engineering as
well as in house 3D printing capabilities.
This allows us to have control and quicker
turnaround times. Complete project
management comes with every new project
that we do so that all parties informed and
there are no surprises.
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DESIGN & RENDERING CAPABILITIES

We are focusing our efforts on working with
our medical customers to design, develop,
and produce soft tissue surgical simulator
trainers with the best of tactile feel and
realism.
Our team uses current technology from the
design and rendering phase, new product
development phase utilizing 3D printing
technologies and CNC machining as
well as hand craftsmanship right through
production and shipping of the trainers.

Workshop Bones (GraysBones™)
GraysBones™ is based on true anatomy
derived from the Zygote Anatomical
software platform. We can also produce
custom sizes and shapes as per your
requirements.
GrayBones exhibit excellent flouro
properties as well as blood options.
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